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imparts both enjoyment in this world, jtnd salvation -in the
next. A Shalagram stone, known as Basudeva, is marked
by a black colour around its mouth or lateral aperture, and
possessing the impressions of two chakras* or tin* -like
marks inside the same (i). The Ssuagr^m stone, E£j#ng-
ing to the class Sahkarsan, is of a red cojour. possesses two
such ckakras or circular impressions within its cavity, and is
to be looked upon as one of the very good classes of the stone;
while one of the class, known as Pradumnyat bears upon its
surface a large number of impressions like pin holes, is of aa
elongated shape with a blue colour, and is marked with a very
faint impression of a ckakra within (2). The Anirudkya stone
is circular and yellow, marked with two or three limes around
its outer surface, and bears the impression of a lotus Sower
within its cavity; while the particular class of Shalagram
stone, known as Ndrayana, is of a black colour, with its
cavity comparatively raised up, and smaller in length. The
Para masti stone is perforated at the back, and have dot
like spots over the surface, the internal cavity being im-
pressed with the mark of a lotus flower ; and the cla*ss oC
stone known as Vishnu resembles the weapon gada in shape,
and carries a line about the middle part, fhe circular pres-
sion within, being comparatively thicker (3). I'be ?risinh&
stone is of a brown colour, has the same sort of chakra
mark as the attoye, and is dotted with five spots; while a
Baraha resembles a Saktt'm shape, and ic*^ *o ckakras are
rugged and unequal (4). A Salagram of th£ J^risng, class is
black, round and elevated at the back,~fkp ckakra in the
inside bearing the mark of an Avarta (spiral), while a sthalz
stone which is very auspicious, assumes the colour of a Jeta
called Indra Nil (sapphire), and is girdled by three liaes (5)^
The stone belonging to the class Hayagriba is blue, dotted with
spots, and resembles an Ankush in shape ; while one of the
Baikunta class, is known by its jemlike colour, the lotus like
mark in its ckakra which is single, and by the appearance
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